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Too much phenomena are reported
to be a WIN-WIN situation

and are not,
particularly in biological and sociological domains

(for example symbiosis in NOT a win-win situation,
NOT an association for mutual benefits!).

And more...,
sooner or later,

win-win situations are at the origin
of LOSE-LOSE ones!
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WHAT genetic load to pay?
Look at bacteria-viruses interactions.

Usually a bacterium is a prey for a virus, a bacteriophage (from Greek phago: to eat),
 entering and lysing a bacterium allows the phage to have a progeny.
Sometimes, but rarely, a phage has not the ability to eat a bacterium,

it invades it but does not multiply its self and does not kill the bacterium.
The genome of the disabled mutant phage is integrated into the bacterial genome.

Now, the WHOLE which is neither a bacterium nor a virus,
but both a bacterium and a virus, owns new emergent properties,

which allow to resist to previous viral infections and to invade new hosts.
(It is a way for emergence of new bacterial diseases -like the plague did-.)

But for the one to survive, the other one must survive first.
If radiations are damaging the hyaloplasm or the genome of the bacterium,
the virus takes its freedom back, making its self free, it produces a progeny.

That is a great advantage for the virus (and the bacterium) to be hosted by the bacterium,
but as long as the virus and the bacteria, both, can sustained the survival,

the growth and reproduction of their common whole.
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There are, therefore: the plan, the act of creation itself and the blessing: 
"And God blessed them, and God said to them,

'Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the Earth and subdue it; and 
have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air 

and over every living thing that moves upon the Earth' ".

Genesis 1 : 28.qua

ENHANCE the CAPACITY OF HOSTING
of your ECOEXOTOPE

regard to natural resources,
especially under the pressure of industrialization,

an irresponsible culture of "dominion" has been reinforced
with devastating ecological consequences

(VATICAN-21670, Monday March 09, 2015)



 have dominion OVER every living thing 
have dominion WITH every living thing

dominion (historical):
each of the self-governing territories of the British Commonwealth

ENHANCE the BALANCE of INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
the CAPACITY TO BE HOSTED of your ENDOPHYSIOTOPE

and the CAPACITY OF HOSTING of the ECOEXOTOPE
YOU ARE SHARING WITH ALL OTHER LIFE FORMS
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IN” is not the solution but the problem
!

W
hat next?
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Abstract
The “win-win deal“ is supposed to be a situation which is advantageous or satisfactory for everyone, in 

which the outcom
e benefits each party -often 2 opposing groups [18, 22, 23], e.g. a “win-win proposition“ for 

buyer and seller-. In conflict resolution [24], a “win–win strategy“ is a process that aim
s to accom

m
odate all 

disputants. 
In group-dynam

ic gam
es studies [22], “win–win gam

es“ are called “gam
es without losers“. 

Increasingly popular since the end of the Vietnam
 war, they have been successfully applied to all levels of 

society [16]. They are supposed to em
phasize the im

portance of cooperation [1] and a holistic approach to life 
[28] and society [27]. No-one is left out, all players are involved and supposed to be treated as equally 
im

portant and valuable. There are no losers and everyone enjoys the accom
plished task [25]! The classic 

exam
ple is the prisoners' dilem

m
a [18, 22] in which 2 prisoners m

ust decide whether to confess a crim
e or not, 

neither knowing what the other will do. 
Are there only advantages and no disadvantages in w

in-w
in deals? [1, 5, 23, 26]

If we look at Hum
an interactions within ecosystem

s (inter-specific interactions) [14] or at living and 
banking system

s com
parison (intra-specific interactions) [23], the “win-win“ solution is never a solution [22] but 

always a problem
 [23]. EcoSystem

s are not at all 'win-win' associations [19]: whatever the actors in a network 
there are never advantages for som

e ones w
ithout disadvantages for other ones [6, 9]. The win-win 

approach is not a system
ic one: “nobody m

ust be a perm
anent winner“ [16], “everybody alternatively is a 

winner and a loser“ [17]. No local couple of actors can be isolated from
 the global network of actors [10, 13, 

22] in which they are sharing advantages and disadvantages [6, 7]. W
hatever the system

 and its level of 
organisation [8], it is structured with an endophysiotope (endo: internal, tope: space-tim

e, physio: of 
functioning) which is hosted by an ecoexotope (exo: external, tope: space-tim

e, eco: of inhabitation) of survival 
[5, 6]. The system

 spaces are m
odular, by em

bedm
ent and juxtaposition of system

s of system
s [19], and so 

are tim
es, by em

bedm
ent and juxtaposition of clocks [21]. W

hatever the level of organisation, the local 
m

odules are in interaction at different scales, within and between levels of organisation, but governed by the 
sam

e global power laws [20]! And that is the m
odularity of the actors and their interactions, which are causes 

of advantages or disadvantages that are at the origin of exaptation processes [9, 13]. Sooner or later winner-
loser interactions like predator-prey interactions will give rise to 

an Association for the Reciprocal and 
M

utual Sharing of Advantages and DisAdvantages (ARM
SADA) in w

hich, for one to survive, all the 
other ones m

ust survive first, and in w
hich everyone is both a w

inner and a loser. An ARM
SADA is a 

resilient system
. Sym

biosis [30] is 
not a 

win-win association but a partnership for m
utual sharing of 

advantages and disadvantages [17]. At the system
ic level, taking into account all actors that are in interactions 

and share the hosting capacity of the sam
e ecoexotope, you cannot always be a winner; sooner or later you 

will be a loser [10]. Your capacity to be hosted m
ust be in-between. And you m

ust be lucky! 
The em

ergence of anti-system
s candidates in the United States (e.g. Donald Trum

p or Bernie 
Sanders) and in Europe (with the raise of extrem

ist parties everywhere) indicates a spectacular uprising of 
the opinion against a discredited “w

in-w
in deal“ betw

een the lobbies, of “banks and political class“ 
against com

m
on people, of “M

an and its dom
estic anim

al” against Nature [15]. There are never advantages 
without disadvantages [4, 5, 17, 19]. Greater the advantages of hum

an progress greater their disadvantages: a 
m

ore and m
ore degraded ecoexotope of survival and the em

ergence of new risks for the endophysiotope 
survival [29]. Birds species frequencies changes are indicators of ecoexotope changes [2]. Som

e species are 
winning whereas others are losing. Balance is changing: general practitioners prosper and specialists decline. 
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But the current changes create more losers than winners [2, 14, 15]. It is a “who wins will be a loser” game. 
Sooner or later the winners becom

e the losers and the losers becom
e the winners. Japan and Germany 

lost W
orld W

ar II but are now winning -at least momentarily- the post-war economic battle where the dead are 
the unemployed persons. Humankind must take into account the lessons of Nature [3, 6]. Otherwise, soon or 
late, either its society will die for the least or its species will be eradicated for the worst. Climate change due to 
man footprint is only the tip of the iceberg. The only long lasting resilient balance is the ARMSADA solution 
between men as well as between Man and Nature. But in an ARMSADA, if benefits they are only for the W

hole 
[5, 6, 7, 10, 15, 17]. W

e thus need to change our mind about education, for a more holistic way [3] and at all 
levels [11, 12].

Key words: ago-antagonism [9, 18], antagonism [13], ARMSADA [6, 7, 15, 16, 17], capacity to be hosted [4, 10] 
of the endophysiotope [9, 15], competition [19], cooperation [1, 19, 26, 27, 28], hosting capacity of the ecoexotope [5, 9], 
mutualism [30], prisoners' dilemma [18], symbiosis [9], win-win [22].
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